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this is the official adobe serial number search page for cs6. for the latest cs6 serial numbers check
out the official adobe cs6 site. if you are an active customer you will need to log into adobe to search
your software serial numbers. if you are not an active customer you will need to register for adobe.
adobe and its service personnel keep the information on their site and therefore are able to provide
it to you through the software activation process. the images available on this site are restricted by

adobe, they are subject to change at anytime and, therefore, can not be guaranteed by the
copyright laws of australia. if you have already downloaded the serial number(s) off of a cd or

someplace else on your computer and would like to register them into your creative suite, you can
find instructions on how to do that here on the adobe support page. also, in the future you might
want to register your product so you can verify the serial numbers that come off of the physical

media you buy and not just the serial number that appears in the activation screen. with this
method, you can always access and verify your software serial number. while i could have added

pictures of my results, i thought it would be a lot more efficient to show you how to search for your
own serial number. i was able to find mine after a quick and very easy search. the only problem that

i had was that i got two different results from the adobe site and had to go into my account and
make sure which serial number was correct. now, with that done, you can do the same if you are

having problems with your serial numbers or need to register your software.
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So, I tried to find a piece of information I left off, and that was
about the Release number. I know it has to be the same between
CS4 and CS6, and it was, but Ill take a look at those other steps I
missed. I started with the comment that there was the possibility
that it is the full serial for CS4, and followed it. That reminded me

of someone else who had a problem with CS4. I looked at that
person's blog, and at the post I can find, and again those few

posts that I posted above, they seem to make sense. When I did
what I did, I was able to get that cs6 version installed to that one
Mac. The Mac has been activated ever since the beta version of

CS6 came out. I thought, ok, I have an activation problem that can
be solved, except for Adobe wants every CS6 user to move to CC

and rent, or buy. I figured out the solution to that problem and
thought I would pass it on. Thru my research I found that these
are the steps I took to fix the activation problem. If this doesn't
work for you, its ok, just try another code, and try again. i read

that verbatim and thought "ok! im in!" however, i began to
wonder, is this just an automatic email to tell me that my account
was not activated yet? maybe it was an automated response to a
request i made a long time ago? its possible, i suppose. is there

any way to tell if this is just an automated email response? i dont
know if im sounding like a broken record here, but i started to

think, how many times would someone call their customer service
organization for help? how many times would someone call or

email for help with an activation problem? the obvious answer is
that customer service representatives would have enough volume

of cases/requests to justify the establishment of a call center
where they can handle them all! ive managed to get a cs6

product to activate at least twice now, and during my second
activation attempt on monday, i only had to wait a few minutes

before i was able to get someone on the phone and have him/her
sort out my problem! this was an unexpected joy for me. i felt so
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good to be able to finally get a cs6 product to activate and use it
for the first time in months! 5ec8ef588b
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